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Edgar Cayce on Angels, Archangels and the Unseen Forces
Presents nine stories from the Old and New Testaments, including the story of Eve, Sarah,
Esther, and Mary Magdalene. On board pages.

Mary Magdalene
The mystery of a newly translated “gospel”—filled with startling revelations and fascinating
detail about the life and times of Jesus—is now revealed in this ground-breaking follow-up to the
New York Times bestseller The Jesus Family Tomb. Waiting to be rediscovered in the British
Library is an ancient manuscript from early Christianity, copied by an anonymous monk. This
document is at least 1,450 years old, possibly dating to the first century, but it has never been
properly translated or decoded. Until now. Working with an expert team of translators and
digital imaging experts, acclaimed authors Simcha Jacobovici and Barrie Wilson provide the
first-ever translation, from Syriac into English, of this unique document, which tells the inside
story of Jesus’ social, family and political life. The Lost Gospel takes readers on an
unparalleled historical adventure through this paradigm-shifting text. What the authors
eventually discover is as astounding as it is unexpected: the confirmation of Jesus’ marriage
to Mary the Magdalene; the names of their two children; a previously unknown plot on Jesus’
life more than a decade prior to the crucifixion; an attempt to abduct Mary and kill the children;
the politics behind the crucifixion; and a religious movement that antedates that of Paul’s—the
Church of Mary the Magdalene. Part detective story, part modern adventure, The Lost Gospel
reveals secrets that have been hiding in plain sight for millennia. Jacobovici and Wilson’s
surprising discovery and vigorous scholarly research position this ancient text alongside the
Dead Sea Scrolls and Gnostic writings as a pillar of our evolving understanding of the historical
Jesus. Translation of ancient text by Tony Burke

Goddess Isis Journal
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This deluxe illustrated journal by renowned spiritual teacher and bestselling author Alana
Fairchild is your key to connecting and working with the energy of the great Egyptian Goddess
Isis. By devoting time to connecting with Isis's energy through this journal filled with her
teachings, you'll bring balance and healing to the divine masculine and the divine feminine
within, and experience greater peace, and a new-found sense of inner courage and
enthusiasm for your life journey. Features premium quality, cream-colored, wood-free paper
and a combination of lined and unlined pages. Deluxe paperback journals measure 7 x 91/4
with 220 pages.

Bending Toward the Sun
Mary Magdalene is one of the most influential symbols in the history of Christianity—yet, if you
look in the Bible, you’ll find only a handful of verses that speak of her. How did she become
such a compelling saint in the face of such paltry evidence? In her effort to answer that
question, Cynthia Bourgeault examines the Bible, church tradition, art, legend, and newly
discovered texts to see what’s there. She then applies her own reasoning and intuition,
informed by the wisdom of the ages-old Christian contemplative tradition. What emerges is a
radical view of Mary Magdalene as Jesus’s most important disciple, the one he considered to
understand his teaching best. That teaching was characterized by a nondualistic approach to
the world and by a deep understanding of the value of the feminine. Cynthia shows how an
understanding of Mary Magdalene can revitalize contemporary Christianity, how Christians and
others can, through her, find their way to Jesus’s original teachings and apply them to their
modern lives.

Bible Stories for Girls
Hundreds of tips & techniques for creating your own greeting cards, stationery, signs & more.

The Diary of Samuel Pepys, Esq., F.R.S.
In her celebrated 700-page spiritual Diary, St. Faustina Kowalska (1905-1938) tells of her
many visions of Jesus and her conversations with Him. For years now, best-selling and awardwinning author Susan Tassone has lived in the thrall of that spiritual classic, recently drawing
forth from its rich mystical depths 365 meditations. Each meditation features Jesus’ words to
Faustina, to which Tassone has added a short original reflection and a prayer to help you hear
and live by Jesus’ words as if they had been spoken directly to you. From these pages, you’ll
discover the mercy, love, and compassion of the Lord that’s available for you – day by day,
each day of the year. In Jesus Speaks to Faustina and You, you’ll learn: -The amazing depths
of Jesus’ infinite, unfathomable love for you -Ways to heal your family through the mystery of
God’s mercy -How to develop stronger, deeper, more effective daily prayers -How to increase
your awareness of and response to the inspirations of the Holy Spirit -How to overcome
temptations – all of them! -That purgatory is real, important and a blessing -How you can use
the Divine Mercy Chaplet for all your needs, including overcoming despair, converting sinners,
appeasing God’s anger, comforting the dying, and finding solace in the midst of suffering -How
to become a saint by learning from the Saint of Mercy, a woman who spent her life – day by
day – learning about infinite love and the compassion of God, who is Divine Mercy And much
more!

Mary Magdalene Beckons
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How the Bible, the Edgar Cayce readins and the ancient Gnostic texts reveal a consistent and
intriguing pattern of reincarnation by the master soul

Divine Union
De proprietatibus rerum, ‘On the properties of things’, has long been referred to by scholars
as a medieval encyclopedia, but evidence suggests that it has been many things to many
people. The sheer number of extant manuscript copies and printed editions, along with
translations, adaptations, and mentions in poems and sermons, testify to its continuous
significance for Europeans of all estates and different walks of life, from the thirteenth to the
seventeenth centuries. While first compiled soon after the time of St Francis by a humble
continental friar to meet the needs of his expanding religious brotherhood, by 1600 English
men of letters had claimed Bartholomew as a noble compatriot and national treasure. What
was it about the work that propelled it through a progression of medieval cultures and into an
exalted position in the world of English letters? This reception history traces evidence for the
journey of ‘Properties’ over four centuries of social, political and religious change.

The Quest For Mary Magdalene
Mirjana Soldo was only 16 years old when she and five other children saw a mysterious
woman on a hillside in the village of Medjugorje, then part of Yugoslavia. The woman'who
possessed a beauty and grace that seemed to come from beyond'identified herself as the
Virgin Mary. The apparitions that began on the afternoon of June 24, 1981 would dramatically
change Mirjana's life and the lives of countless people around the world. Her claims, however,
brought the wrath of the Communist government down on Mirjana and everyone around her.
Amazingly, the apparitions have continued for over 35 years. Millions of people travel to
Medjugorje every year in search of answers to life's biggest questions. And, according to
Mirjana, the Virgin entrusted her with ten secrets that foretell the future of the world'secrets that
she will reveal within her lifetime.

The Official Guide to the Print Shop Deluxe Ensemble II
Presents a new translation of the Gospel of Mary, discusses its presentation of the teachings
of Jesus, and compares it to other early Christian writings in the context of early Church
teachings.

Through the Eyes of Mary Magdalene
An extensive examination of the religious anomalies and lost treasure of the Mary Magdalene
Church in Rennes-le-Château • Looks at the connection between the Templars, Cathars, and
other enigmatic groups in the history of this church and the surrounding area • Maintains that
Mary Magdalene was the high priestess who anointed Jesus into his priesthood, in accordance
with ancient religious tradition • Explores the role of the Sacred Feminine in early Christian
Church history The small church of Rennes-le-Château, in a remote village in southern France,
may well hold the key to the proof of Mary Magdalene’s marriage to Jesus and the bloodline
they founded. In 1885 the village of Rennes-le-Château welcomed a new priest, Abbe
Saunière, for its church dedicated to Saint Mary Magdalene. Abbe Saunière ordered very
strange restoration work for the church, and it is thought that he discovered something during
this renovation that brought him to the attention of the power brokers of that time and made
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him a very rich man. Possible identifications of his discovery range from the gold pillaged from
Delphi in Roman times; the treasure brought out of Jerusalem by the Templars, who had a
strong presence in this area; and the missing Cathar treasure, spirited out of Montségur mere
days before the fall of that fortress. Yet even more curious and compelling is this church’s
ambiguous portrayal of Mary Magdalene. Markale explains that the unusual depictions of Mary
in the church hint at an even more archaic role performed by Mary that could shake the very
foundations of the Church if it were fully understood: that of the high priestess who anoints the
priest king into his spiritual duties.

Edgar Cayce's Story of Jesus
The love story of Yeshua (Jesus the Christ) and Mary Magdalene from their own personal
perspective, from childhood, through the crucifixion and beyond!

Jesus the Man
Features the stories of notable women from the Bible, including Eve, Rebekah, Naomi, Ruth,
and Esther, and includes discussion questions related to each woman's plight.

Jesus Speaks to Faustina and You
"One of the most profound books of our day." --Flo Aeveia Magdalena, author of "I Remember
Union." In July 2010, Mary Magdalene began "beckoning" to humanity through Mercedes
Kirkel, coming to her daily with essential instructions for our evolution into higher
consciousness. MARY MAGDALENE BECKONS contains the full series of Mary's heartopening and mind-expanding messages, together with Kirkel's illuminating commentary. These
universal teachings help us: Open our hearts; Experience our bodies, sexuality, and emotions
as pathways to the Divine; Allow pain to take us to God; Understand God as Masculine and
Feminine; Free us from judgment, blame, and limiting beliefs; Experience the sacred
partnership of the Divine Masculine-Feminine. While most books about Mary focus on her life
in past times, MARY MAGDALENE BECKONS presents Mary as a wellspring of contemporary
wisdom and a shining example of the Sacred Feminine. WINNER: Spirituality, Books of the
Year Award; WINNER: New Age Book, New Mexico-Arizona Book Awards; WINNER: Body
Mind Spirit Book, Southwest Book Design Award; HONORABLE MENTION,
Religion/Philosophy Book, Readers Favorite Award Contest; FINALIST, Spirituality Book,
National Indie Excellence Awards. *** "MARY MAGDALENE BECKONS offers helpful insights
for creating balance and harmony between the Masculine and Feminine within all of us. " -John
Gray, author of Men Are from Mars, Women Are from Venus *** "If you want to hear the real
voice of Mary Magdalene, buy this book." -Stuart Wilson and Joanna Prentis, authors of
"Power of the Magdalene" and "The Magdalene Version" *** "An uplifting guide to finding our
hope and redemption throughout our lives, MARY MAGDALENE BECKONS has a strong and
positive message, highly recommended."-Midwest Book Review *** "Mercedes gives us an
intelligent and 'feelingful' Magdalene who can guide us through transformative processes into
greater light and deeper love."-Joan Norton, author of "The Mary Magdalene Within" and (with
Margaret Starbird) "14 Steps to Awaken the Sacred Feminine" *** "An incredible gift to help
those who are going through difficult times. . . . A great deal of insight into spiritual beliefs."
-Seattle Post-Intelligencer Book Review *** "An outstanding spiritual, self-help book. . . .
[Reading the book, ] I felt love, surrender, forgiveness, and an acceptance of myself such as I
have never experienced. A must-read for everybody." -Readers' Favorite Book Review
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Edgar Cayce's Past Lives of Jesus
Henry Frederic Amiel stated that "Life is short and we have never too much time for gladdening
the hearts of those who are travelling the dark journey with us. Oh be swift to love, make haste
to be kind." And while this book explores theology and beliefs, it is written to be kind as well as
thoughtful, and at times funny. It will give you belly laughs, but it will also give understanding of
the notion of believing. It will remind you that no matter what you believe, we make this journey
together. There are poems by some wonderful modern thinkers including Gwyndyn T.
Alexander and Jane Yolen, that will explore the nature of our world. Essays by David Brin and
David Gerrold that explore the nature of why we believe what we do. And then there are the
stories. Funny stories, like First, that explains how Hell got started. Serious stories of
redemption, as seen in Izzy Tells no Lies. Stories that explore familiar themes of the trials of
Job, as seen by those around him. Questions are raised if we would even recognize a
returning messiah after 2000 years of interpretations of the beliefs. And most important, they
are well written with craft and skill that you have come to expect from B Cubed authors.

The Meaning of Mary Magdalene
Restores to the forefront of the Christian tradition the importance of the divine feminine • The
first complete English-language translation of the original Coptic Gospel of Mary, with line-byline commentary • Reveals the eminence of the divine feminine in Christian thought • Offers a
new perspective on the life of one of the most controversial figures in the Western spiritual
tradition Perhaps no figure in biblical scholarship has been the subject of more controversy and
debate than Mary Magdalene. Also known as Miriam of Magdala, Mary Magdalene was
considered by the apostle John to be the founder of Christianity because she was the first
witness to the Resurrection. In most theological studies she has been depicted as a reformed
prostitute, the redeemed sinner who exemplifies Christ's mercy. Today's reader can ponder her
role in the gospels of Philip, Thomas, Peter, and Bartholomew--the collection of what have
come to be known as the Gnostic gospels rejected by the early Christian church. Mary's own
gospel is among these, but until now it has remained unknown to the public at large. Orthodox
theologian Jean-Yves Leloup's translation of the Gospel of Mary from the Coptic and his
thorough and profound commentary on this text are presented here for the first time in English.
The gospel text and the spiritual exegesis of Leloup together reveal unique teachings that
emphasize the eminence of the divine feminine and an abiding love of nature over the dualistic
and ascetic interpretations of Christianity presented elsewhere. What emerges from this
important source text and commentary is a renewal of the sacred feminine in the Western
spiritual tradition and a new vision for Christian thought and faith throughout the world.

10,000 Dreams Interpreted
A bold look at how the Bible, the Cayce readings, and ancient Gnostic, Eastern, and Egyptian
texts reveal a consistent and intriguing pattern of incarnations by the Master Soul.

My Heart Will Triumph
This work is an extended Eucharistic meditation inspired by the traditional biblical texts
associated with the life of St. Mary Magdalene, known as the "Apostle of the Apostles"
because the Risen Christ appeared first to her, and she announced his Resurrection to the
apostles. It is designed to help readers learn from the inspiring example of Magdalene to enter
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more deeply into adoration and love of Jesus Christ truly present in the Blessed Sacrament. In
telling the story of her profound conversion after a life so steeped in sin that the Lord had to
expel seven demons from her soul, this book shows how Magdalene is a shining witness to the
transforming power of an encounter with Jesus Christ, an encounter for her which blossomed
into a life of adoration, meditation and prayer. Thus she is seen as the perfect biblical model for
those who have encountered Christ, and who seek to deepen their life of adoration at the feet
of the Eucharistic Lord. Adoration is essentially about love, and in the gospels there are few
people who understood love as well as Mary Magdalene. Throughout the book the author
draws out her profound secrets of love, through which the adorer can learn how to become
ever more pleasing to the Heart of Christ. These pages will help many people find nourishment
for their souls and discover anew the timeless figure of the "Apostle of the Apostles."

Mary Magdalene
Mary Magdalene
The Way of the Rose is the way of the Marys - the Divine Sacred Feminine ways of the water
goddesses from ancient temple lineages. Mer, or Mary, is a title relating to the priestesses from
these water lineages and the rose is their symbol. This book was given to Ishtara Ammuna
Rose by Mary Magdalene, sharing some of Her life in France some two thousand years ago,
whilst introducing women and men to the rose teachings.

The Chosen
Long maligned as a prostitute or a woman of questionable reputation, Mary Magdalene's
murky story seems lost to the sands of time. Now a portrait of this enigmatic woman comes to
life in the hands of an imaginative master storyteller. Diana Wallis Taylor's Mary is a woman
devastated by circumstances beyond her control and plagued with terrifying dreams--until she
has a life-changing confrontation with the Savior. Lovers of historical and biblical fiction will find
this creative telling of Mary's story utterly original and respectful as it opens their eyes to the
redeeming work of Christ in the lives of those who follow him.

The Magdalion Oracle
Enter the fascinating world of dreams, their mysteries, their meanings: . To dream of a bird
flying freely represents hopes and aspirations . To dream of winter means a time in life that is
not fruitful . To be visited by someone in a dream can mean that there is information, warmth,
or love available . To be searching in a dream is an atte

Princess Stories
Estelle Isaacson presents further visions of the life of Mary Magdalene in this second book of
the trilogy Through the Eyes of Mary Magdalene, subtitled From Initiation to the Passion. As
before, this text is graced with many illustrations by James J. Tissot. Part One opens two
months after the raising of Lazarus, as Jesus returns from his journeys in pagan lands.
Magdalene hears of the time he spent with the Magus who had visited the infant Jesus bearing
gifts of gold. We are then taken into a series of initiations she underwent in a secluded cave in
preparation for the Passion. In Part Two we learn of plots against Jesus and witness the
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Triumphant Entry, the Cleansing of the Temple, the Address to the Greeks, and another
anointing by Magdalene. Part Three encompasses the Passion and Resurrection. The betrayal
by Judas is depicted in detail, as well as the consequences of his deed for his soul. New light
is shone upon many mysteries of the Passion: from Jesus's Agony in the Garden to the dream
of Pilate's wife Claudia, from the merging of Lazarus with John of Zebedee under the Cross to
the great mystery of Magdalene's role in the Passion. The crowning event of this book is of
course the glorious Resurrection-the most important event of all time!-which we witness
through Magdalene's eyes, gaining new insight into its profound mystery. Part Four comprises
seven appendices that shed light on themes raised in the text, including a vision of the Gold
King as a youth, and visions of Cassius and Abenadar-the two centurions converted at the
cross.

Lives of the Master
Inspired by Edgar Cayce's readings on Mary Magdalene, biblical events, and from his heartfelt
attunement to the spirit and mind of Mary Magdalene, author Robert J. Grant has written a
beautiful novel told through the eyes of Mary Magdalene herself. In her own words, Mary tells
of her life, from her tumultuous childhood to her fateful meeting with Jesus. She shares details
of her friendship with Mary, the mother of Jesus, her account of the Last Supper, and the true
meaning behind Judas' betrayal. Experience the story of this remarkable woman's life, love,
and friendship with the Master. The Magdalene Diaries is timeless, passionate, and powerful.
One that will touch your heart.

Eating and its Disorders
The Journey of a Book
Eating and its Disorders features contributions byinternational experts in the field of eating
disorders whichrepresent an overview of the most current knowledge relating to
theassessment, treatment, and future research directions of the studyof eating-related
disorders. Presents the newest models and theories for use in thetreatment of patients with
eating disorders Written specifically to fulfill the needs of clinicalpsychologists and therapists
Includes coverage of important service related issues forworking with people with eating
disorders Features chapters from a global group of authors whichhighlight differing methods
and perspectives that can beincorporated into clinical practice

The Gospel of Mary Magdalene
The MagdaLion Oracle Guidebook is companion to the MagdaLion Oracle. The guidebook's
oracle deck can be purchased at www.AngelMatrixArt.com. The complete Limited Edition
MagdaLion Oracle comes with a 52 card deck, 128 page guidebook and a beautiful 100% silk
satin altar cloth. This Limited Edition version of The MagdaLion Oracle is hand-signed by the
artist, Sheranda Ann Kumara. Open Portals to Love, Power and Wisdom!

Jesus and Mary Magdalene
Mary Magdalene is a larger figure than any text, larger than the Bible or the Church; she has
taken on a life of her own. She has been portrayed as a penitent whore, a wealthy woman,
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Christ's wife, an adulteress, a symbol of the frailty of women and an object of veneration. And,
to this day, she remains a potent and mysterious figure. In the manner of a quest, this book
follows Mary Magdalene through the centuries, explores how she has been reinterpreted for
every age, and examines what she herself reveals about woman and man and the divine. It
seeks the real Mary Magdalene in the New Testament and in the Gnostic gospels where she is
extolled as the chief disciple of Christ. It investigates how and why the Church recast her as a
fallen woman, it traces her story through the Renaissance when she became a goddess of
beauty and love, and it looks at Mary Magdalene as the feminist icon she has become today.

The Gospel of Mary of Magdala
In this first book of a trilogy on the life of Mary Magdalene, Estelle Isaacson presents her
visions of the life of "the Apostle to the Apostles" as seen through Magdalene's own eyes.
Following a Prologue "in the starry heavens," Part One encompasses Magdalene's childhood,
her journeys and education in Egypt, her struggle with temptations, and her conversion. Part
Two takes the reader through some of Magdalene's experiences as she lays down her former
life and follows Jesus as his disciple. Part Three visits the Lazarus mysteries and includes
revelations concerning his initiation, death, and resurrection. Part Four comprises five
appendices presenting subsidiary visions. Among these are two visions of Magdalene's
mysterious sister Silent Mary, a figure otherwise unknown except through the earlier visions of
the Catholic stigmatist Anne Catherine Emmerich (1774-1824). The book is graced with many
illustrations by James J. Tissot (1836-1902), whose work resonates also with Estelle in a very
special way, the artist's depictions being so very close to what she herself witnesses in vision.
Those who find this volume valuable and inspiring will be glad to know of two further volumes
of the trilogy, and that works on other subjects drawn from the ongoing wellspring of Estelle's
visions will follow. Book II of the Magdalene trilogy is subtitled From Initiation to the Passion,
and Book III is subtitled From the Ascension to Journeys in Gaul. "Estelle invites us to stand
witness by her side, in community with the Logos and with Sophia. She tells us we need not
wait until we are perfect, for Christ comes to us now!" -From the Introduction "This book is a
truly remarkable work on Mary Magdalene, in which the mysteries she lived through are reexperienced through her eyes in a most touching and tangible way." -Robert Powell, author
The Mystery, Biography & Destiny of Mary Magdalene.

The Lost Gospel
The one we know as Jesus (Jeshua) brings to humanity the truth of his life with Mary
Magdalene with personal experiences never before unveiled. Narrated in the first person
through mystic Yael Powell with chapters by Mary Magdalene as well, Jeshua chonicles in
detail his childhood, his passionate Love and marriage to Mary Magdalene and their travels
and mission of anchoring Twin Flame Love on Earth. This story brings the awakening of the
Feminine Christ for this Age. First volume in a series. "I am the one whom you know as Jeshua
or Jesus. I come to you to share with you the story of my life on Earth and of my Love with my
beloved Mary who was also known as the Magdalene. In the turning of this Age and the
opening of the world to a greater Love, it is time for the remembrance of who you are. That is
why I come.." Jeshua ben Joseph

Alternative Theologies
A Simon & Schuster eBook. Simon & Schuster has a great book for every reader.
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The Magdalene Diaries (Illustrated Deluxe Large Print Edition)
Discover the Womb Rites and initiatory magic of Mary Magdalene, who was revered as a
Priestess and human embodiment of the Goddess • Reveals how Mary Magdalene was a
sacred priestess of the ancient Womb Mysteries, connected to moon wisdom, sacred harlot
archetypes, and goddesses in many traditions, including Sophia, Isis, Inanna, Asherah, Lilith,
Jezebel, and Witches • Explains how the Magdalene Mysteries have been encoded in Gnostic
texts, sacred art, and literature and unveils the secret Grail heresy of the Ghent Altarpiece •
Offers rituals and practices to initiate you into the Womb magic of the ancient priestesses and
access deeper dimensions of sexuality and feminine power A sacred priestess of the ancient
Womb Rites, Mary Magdalene was at the center of a great and enduring Mystery tradition, one
that touched on a stream of perennial spiritual wisdom as old as humanity. Worshipped as the
human embodiment of the Goddess, the earthly Sophia, her womb was the spiritual luminatrix
that anointed and empowered Jesus, transforming him into the Christ. As a priestess of the
Goddess, Mary Magdalene knew how to embody the light and the dark, how to harness the
magic potency of sacred sexual energy, and how to cleanse, awaken, and resurrect the soul.
Yet, even though she sparked the creation of a worldwide religion, her story and teachings
have been forgotten. Unveiling the lost left-hand path of the Magdalene, the Feminine Christ,
authors Seren and Azra Bertrand explore how this underground stream of knowledge has been
carried forward over the millennia through an unbroken lineage of Womb Shamans,
Priestesses, Oracles, and Medicine Women. They explain how the Magdalene Mysteries,
symbolized by the Rose, have been encoded in Gnostic codices and gospels and in the
highest art, literature, and architecture of many ages, including most significantly the Ghent
Altarpiece. They examine Mary Magdalene’s connection to moon wisdom, sacred harlot
archetypes, and goddesses in many traditions, including Isis, Inanna, Asherah, Lilith, and
Jezebel, and look at shamanic, tantric, and Cathar expressions of sacred feminine mysteries
as well as the Witch and Templar roots of Robin Hood and Maid Marian. In this revelatory and
magical text on the lost feminine mystery traditions of Mary Magdalene and the lineage of
Sophia, the authors present encompassing theological, historical, mythological, and archetypal
wisdom, with rituals and practices to initiate you into the Womb magic of the ancient
priestesses and the path of the wild feminine.

The Life of the Blessed Virgin Mary
Through the Eyes of Mary Magdalene
Do you love traditional old Christmas stories and art? If so, then you'll enjoy this collection of
45 delightful stories and poems from days gone by. Over 200 illustrations have also been
added to enhance the book and make it one which you'll read and treasure for years to come.
Authors include: Charles Dickens Mark Twain Clement C. Moore Hans Christian Andersen
Robert Louis Stevenson Louisa May Alcott Harriet Beecher Stowe A.A. Milne L. Frank Baum F.
Scott Fitzgerald and more.

Old Christmas Tales: 45 Classic Stories and Poems From the Victorian Era
and Beyond
Mary Magdalene was real. Her life challenges, struggles, and joys were real. Her life was truly
transformed by Jesus. Therefore, it must be possible to "unearth" pieces of what was real by
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digging through the layers of two thousand years of reflection about her. In the process of
discovery, may we "unveil the mystery" that Mary Magdalene embodies, and glean treasures
for our own life that can inspire purpose and meaning.

Universe of Worlds
"A memoir that takes us through many worlds, through heartache and noble hopes, through
the mysteries of family love. . . . Read Bending Toward the Sun and enrich your life."——Rabbi
David Wolpe, author of Why Faith Matters A miraculous lesson in courage and recovery,
Bending Toward the Sun tells the story of a unique family bond forged in the wake of brutal
terror. Rita Lurie was five years old when she was forced to flee her home in Poland to hide
from the Nazis in a cramped, dark attic with fourteen members of her family. Young Rita
watched her younger brother and her mother die before her eyes. But the tragedy of the
Holocaust was only the beginning of Rita's story. Decades later, Rita's daughter Leslie began
probing the traumatic events of her mother's childhood to discover how Rita's pain has affected
not only Leslie's life and outlook but that of her own daughter, Mikaela, as well. The result is
Bending Toward the Sun, a collaboration between mother and daughter that brings together
the stories of three generations of a family to understand the legacy that unites, inspires, and
haunts them all. Leslie Gilbert Lurie has served as president of the Los Angeles County Board
of Education. Formerly an executive at NBC, where she worked on such hit shows as Cheers,
Family Ties,Saved by the Bell, and The Fresh Prince of Bel Air, Gilbert-Lurie lives in Los
Angeles with her husband and two children.

Magdalene Mysteries
Our Lady's Juggler
Edgar Cayce On Angels, Archangels and the Unseen Forces is the first book ever published
that explores Edgar Cayce's readings on the "Angels and Unseen Forces," Michael the
Archangel, and the role of guardian angels. Grant goes on to further offer inspiring true stories
of miraculous encounters by everyday people with angels. This book explores the powerful
significance of Archangel Michael as given in the work of Edgar Cayce and through aweinspiring messages that came through the Cayce readings. Includes illustrations of the works
of 17th century artist Gustav Dore.

Saint Mary Magdalene
Encounter Jesus the way his followers did. Every follower of Jesus in the Gospels had a not-sogreat “before”: A brash fisherman. A pious religious leader. A demon-possessed woman. A
thieving tax collector. Christ’s love saw beyond their brokenness and forgave. Jesus
revolutionized the lives of those who followed Him. And He’s still doing it today. Each of the
forty devotions in The Chosen contains a Scripture, a unique look into a Gospel story,
suggestions for prayer, and questions that lead you further in your relationship with Christ. See
Jesus through the eyes of those who knew him best, and explore the backstories of people like
Mary Magdalene, Peter, Matthew, Nicodemus, and more. It’s hard to relate to the sinless Son
of God, but we can all identify with the sinners. You too can be transformed: Jesus sees past
your "before" to the person He is creating you to be.
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The Church of Mary Magdalene
Incredibly revealing and edifying background of Our Lady, her parents and ancestors, St.
Joseph, plus other people who figured into the coming of Christ. Many facts described about
the Nativity and early life of Our Lord, as well as the final days of the Blessed Mother–all from
the visions of this great mystic.
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